
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED 
TO ATTEND A MURDER 

MYSTERY PARTY… 

 
HOSTED BY:  

 
YOU WILL PLAY THE ROLE OF:  

 
COSTUME SUGGESTIONS AND CHARACTER DESCRIPTION BELOW 

DATE:  
TIME:  
SCENE OF THE CRIME: 
 
RSVP BY:            TO: 



CHARACTERS 
CHARACTER NAME AND 

OCCUPATION 
CHARACTER DESCRIPTION COSTUME 

SUGGESTIONS 
 

 
 

PONI 
MULOKELI 
Hula Dancer / 

Hawaiian Native 
 

 

 
Poni Mulokeli is the hard working performer for the 
Oceanside Palace Hotel Luaus on Sunset Beach.  She’s 
an obnoxious one-upper who’s not the most popular 
employee among the staff of the hotel!  Therefore, an 
extended chat with this feisty entertainer is definitely worth 
avoiding if you know what is good for you. 

 
Hawaiian top and 

grass skirt.  Flower 
(real or silk) in hair.  
Long, black wig is 
an optional prop.  
Leis are optional 

accessories.    

 

 
 
 

 

 

ROBBIE 
PATTENSON 
Hollywood Actor / 

Tourist 
 
 

 

Robbie Pattenson is the hottest Hollywood hunk right now 
and is currently vacationing - in total disguise - for a month 
in Hawaii with his co-star Kirstin Steward. They’re relaxing 
in between films - hidden far from the paparazzi.  But 
Robbie’s narcissism and arrogant attitude are a little much 
for the laid back staff of the Oceanside Palace Hotel.  Too 
bad they have no idea he’s the biggest star in Hollywood! 

 
 

Casual yet trendy 
beach attire. 

Sunglasses as an 
optional prop.    

 

 

 

KIRSTIN 
STEWARD 

Hollywood Actress/ 
Tourist 

 

 

 

Kirstin Steward is known as one of Hollywood’s nicest 
young stars. At least that’s the side to Kirstin that 
Hollywood’s seen! On a more personal level, away from 
the glitz and glam, this spoiled diva lets it loose with angry 
tirades if she doesn’t get her way. She is finding that 
people don’t cater to her as much when she is in disguise 
as an average Jane and she doesn’t like it much! 

 
 
 

Casual yet trendy 
beach attire. 

Sunglasses as an 
optional prop.     

 

 

TIKI HUTMAN 
Beach Lifeguard/ 
Hawaiian Native 

 

 

 
 

Tiki Hutman was born in Southern California but moved to 
Maui when he was only eight years old.  He grew up on 
the Maui beaches and is the head lifeguard at the 
Oceanside Palace Hotel’s Sunset Beach. Tiki is known for 
his innovative dance moves and outgoing personality and 
is the one to get a party started!  But hopefully not when 
he is on duty!  The locals are starting to worry that Tiki 
might be losing his edge as a lifeguard. 

 
 
 
 

Beach attire with 
optional whistle.  

 

 

 

LOVEY 
POWELL 

Heiress/ Tourist 
 
 

 

Lovey Powell is the billionaire heiress that spends her 
pampered life vacationing in exotic locations.  One of her 
many mansions around the world is located on the 
beautiful island of Maui and she refers to it as her ‘home 
base.’  Lovey often stays at the resorts on the beach to 
flaunt her money and considers everyone to be 
subservient to her.  Bossy is her middle name!   

Very expensive 
looking beach 

attire with money 
(fake) bags and 

money coming out 
of every pocket.  
Large costume 

jewelry. 

 
 

JACK 
MARROW 

Deep Sea Fisherman/ 
Resident Tourist 

 
 

 

 

Jack Marrow is quite the odd character.  Originally hailing 
from the bayous of southern Louisiana, Jack is currently 
traveling the world in search of the best deep sea fishing.  
He recently had to take a job hosting deep sea fishing 
excursions as he ran out of cash during his month-long 
scheduled vacation and couldn’t make it home to the 
mainland.  Jack is infamous for his pirate impersonations 
and prefers to be called Captain Jack Marrow.   

 
 

Fisherman attire.  
Optional pirate 

costume / props.  
Optional rubber 
fish as props.  

 

 

 
 

 

COCO 
BEACHES 

College Student / 
Tourist 

 
 

 

 

Coco Beaches is the seemingly naive college student from 
the University of Northern Texas.  She won her trip to 
Hawaii as part of a Hawaiian trivia challenge on a local 
radio station; LOVE FM. Coco appears to be void of all 
common sense but claims to have earned a 4.0 GPA thus 
far in her pursuit of a biochemistry degree. No matter what 
her academic status really is – she’s all about having fun. 

 
 
 

Trendy and young 
beach attire.   



 

 
 

ANO HALOA 
Waiter / Hawaiian 

Native 
 

 

 

Ano Haloa is the nosy waiter at the Oceanside Palace 
Hotel.  He might not seem like he is paying attention to the 
conversation at your table while he’s serving you, but quite 
the contrary!  This meddlesome maître d' keeps a journal 
and knows every detail about every guest at the hotel!   
Be careful what you say around Ano as rumor has it that 
he’s just waiting for the day he gets some gossip he can 
do something with! 

 
 

Waiter uniform or 
black shirt / pants 
with a half apron 

(bartender’s 
apron). 

 

 
 

HOLI 
MULOKELI 

Greeter / Hawaiian 
Native 

 

 

 

Holi Mulokeli is the overly-excited greeter and lei 
presenter at the Oceanside Palace Hotel. The native 
Hawaiians avoid her cheery greeting but the tourists… 
well, they better be ready for a surprise when they arrive 
to the hotel!  Holi is bursting with energy and hospitality 
and takes her job very seriously.  Her enthusiasm has 
been known to make children cry and animals flee the 
scene! 

 
Hawaiian top and 

grass skirt.  Flower 
(real or silk) in hair.  
Long, black wig is 
an optional prop.  
Leis are highly 

suggested 
accessories.    

 

 

 
 

SOL 
BOATMAN 

Donut Artist / Tourist 
 
 

 
Sol Boatman recently won a lawsuit against a large fast 
food chain for burning his lip on an overly-heated 
hamburger.  He’s using his winnings to set out on a tour of 
the world – starting with Maui!  Sol is a recently retired 
donut artist and is definitely enjoying the break from the 
sugary confections.   
 

 
 
 
 

Nerdy beach attire.   

 

 

 
 

SOL 
BOATMAN’S 

FRIENDS 
Unemployed 

Moochers 
 
 

 
Sol Boatman recently won a lawsuit against a large fast 
food chain for burning his lip on an overly-heated 
hamburger.  He’s using his winnings to set out on a tour of 
the world – starting with Maui and has brought his friends 
along with him for the ride! Who would say no to a free trip 
to Maui?   
 

 
 
 
 

Nerdy beach attire.   

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

LENZI FLASH 
Freelance 

Photographer / 
Tourist 

 
 

Lenzi Flash is the tenacious free lance photographer from New 
York City.  Lenzi always manages to get just the right photos for 

any big scoop in the media and she sells them to the highest 
bidder!  There is nothing that Lenzi won’t do to get the photos 

and Lenzi is not above blackmailing celebrities to get some extra 
cash. 

Obvious tourist 
attire (you’re 
undercover).  

Camera (real or 
fake) as an 

optional prop. 
 

 

STAN GRABLE 
College Student / 

Tourist 
 

Stan Grable is the ultimate ‘Big Man on Campus’ at Badams 
College.  He’s is the President of Alpha Beta Fraternity, the 

quarterback of the University football team, the Student Body 
President and he always makes time to help local charitable 

organizations.  Stan seems like the perfect man – that is, until 
you see how he treats the nerds at the University. 

 
Very trendy 

poolside attire that 
an athlete would 

wear. 

 

 

STAN 
GRABLE’S  
FRIENDS 

College Students / 
Tourists 

 

 
Stan Grable is the ultimate ‘Big Man on Campus’ at Badams 

College.  Stan’s coach sent him on a Hawaiian vacation for some 
rest and relaxation before the next football season and paid for 
his closest buddies to tag along!  Stan’s friends unfortunately 

share the same distaste for anything nerdy. 

 
Very trendy 

poolside attire that 
an athlete would 

wear. 

 
 

 
 
 

ADOLPHI 
SHARX 

Marine Biologist / 
Maui Resident 

 

 
 

Adolphi Sharx is the nerdy head marine biologist from the local 
amusement park in Maui called Ocean World. Beware! If you say 

anything even slightly amusing around this animated brainiac, 
brace yourself for some loud, crazy laughter! 

Conservative/ 
nerdy poolside 
attire.  Glasses 

with a taped bridge 
as an optional 

prop. 
Optional to create 

and wear an 
‘Ocean World’ 
name badge. 

 



 
 

 
 
 

ADOLPHI 
SHARX’S 

COLLEAGUES 
Marine Biologists / 

Maui Residents 
 

 
Adolphi Sharx is the nerdy head marine biologist from the local 
amusement park in Maui called Ocean World. Adolphi is known 

to travel everywhere with colleagues most of the time as 
research data can be collected in unexpected places and at the 

strangest times.  A scientist must always observe!  Adolphi’s 
colleagues are all known by a laugh very similar to Adolphi’s.  It 

must be ‘in the water’ at Ocean World. 

Conservative/ 
nerdy poolside 
attire.  Glasses 

with a taped bridge 
as an optional 

prop. 
Optional to create 

and wear an 
‘Ocean World’ 
name badge. 

 

 

MAKA NANI 
Luau Dancer / 

Hawaiian Native 
 

Maka Nani is a very beautiful and charismatic luau dancer and 
Hawaiian native.  She appears to be full of energy until you 

notice the effects of her condition known as narcolepsy.  She 
randomly falls fast asleep at inopportune times…even while 

performing at the Oceanside Palace Hotel’s luau! 

 
Hawaiian top and 

grass skirt.  Flower 
(real or silk) in hair.  
Long, black wig is 
an optional prop. 

 

MIDAS KING 
Wealthy Entrepreneur 

/ Tourist 
 
 

There is absolutely nothing that Midas King can’t do!  Midas 
constantly starts new business ventures – from his own record 

label to an enormous motor speedway! This industrialist has his 
hands in everything!  Some say it’s as if he lives his life under a 
‘good luck spell’ because if Midas wants it to succeed, it does!  
Funny enough, this wealthy success story aspires to become a 

standup comic one day. 

Rich-looking and 
trendy poolside 

attire.  Fake money 
pouring out of 

every pocket, etc. 
as optional props. 

 

 
 
 

DANGER 
STORM 

Reality Television 
Star/ Tourist 

Apathy and ultra-competitiveness sum up this reality television 
star! The ill-mannered behavior of Danger Storm can be 

shocking at times, but it’s well-suited for reality television shows! 
There isn’t much that Danger hasn’t done on television but if 
there is a challenge ahead, s/he’s the first to dive in and try it! 

Very casual / 
poolside attire with 
optional bandages 

for fake injuries 
and bag of plastic 
insects/snakes as 

a prop. 
 

 
 

 
 

WADEN 
PHILSON 

NFL Head Coach / 
Tourist 

 
 

Waden Philson is the obnoxious NFL Coach of the Dallas 
Ranchers professional football team. Known to be boorish and 
overly-bossy, this football coach is one to steer clear of at any 

gathering…except a football game, that is. 

Semi-athletic attire 
or business suit.  
Football and a 

whistle as optional 
props. 

 
 

 
 

LELANI LAKA 
Ukulele Player / 
Hawaiian Native 

 
 

Lelani Laka is the rather introverted Ukulele Player for the 
Oceanside Palace Hotel.  She’s definitely the one to go to if you 
need someone to listen to you.  Just don’t expect to get much in 

return as Lelani’s not known for stimulating conversation. 

Hawaiian top and 
grass skirt.  Flower 
(real or silk) in hair.  
Long, black wig is 
an optional prop. 

Ukulele as an 
optional prop. 

 
 

 
 

SONNY 
FISHWELL 

Dolphin Trainer / 
Maui Resident 

 
 

Sonny Fishwell is the fun-loving dolphin trainer from the local 
amusement park in Maui, Ocean World. If you want to know 

anything about dolphins, Sonny’s the expert! Just don’t let the 
overly-friendly and fake persona bother you as s/he ultimately 

has good intentions.  Since childhood, Sonny has a strange quirk 
of cutting a rug every time s/he hears a tune! 

Poolside attire.  
Whistle &/or 

stuffed dolphins as 
optional props. 

Optional to create 
and wear an 

‘Ocean World’ 
name badge. 

 
 

 
 

CRUZ 
STASHUNS 

Seafood Chef / Maui 
Resident 

 
 

Cruz Stashuns is the executive seafood chef at the Oceanside 
Palace Hotel’s fine dining restaurant: The Buttered Crab. Known 
to be somewhat of a klutz, you might not want to stand too close 

to this bumbling crab boiler! 

Chef’s attire.  Fake 
crabs, lobsters, 
etc. as optional 

props. 

 
For more information about your mystery party, go to 

www.YourMysteryParty.com/luau  

http://www.yourmysteryparty.com/luau�
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